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Japanese and Chinese companies are always 

particularly interested in acquiring assets in 

the United States. But before committing to 

transactions, buyers need to know exactly what 

they are buying, including the nature and extent 

of the target company’s third-party risks.

The Red Flag Group® underlines how recurring 

due diligence can benefit acquiring and target 

companies, and why it is a vital component of 

an overall ongoing monitoring strategy around 

managing third-party risks.

Why recurring  
 third party   

due diligence matters
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Why recurring third 
party due diligence 
matters

In April 2015, Japanese building-materials 

conglomerate Lixil received a letter from a Chinese 

bank informing that its new acquisition Joyou – a 

Chinese subsidiary of German bathroom-fittings 

group Grohe – had failed to repay a small loan. 

By May, Joyou announced that it was filing for 

insolvency, leaving Lixil’s management to explain 

to investors how a €3.1 billion (US$3.37 billion) 

acquisition had led to US$560 million in losses.

It turned out that, in an effort to raise funds 

from multiple lenders, Joyou had collateralised 

its Chinese factories several times over. It then 

lent some of that money into China’s shadow-

banking sector, and that loan, combined with the 

subsequent collapse of a lending pyramid in south-

eastern China, caused irreparable damage.

As Lixil’s merger with Grohe moved to the 

integration stage, slow growth hit Chinese 

manufacturers hard. According to the Financial 

Times, banks called in loans from those who had 

re-lent into the shadow market, causing defaults to 

soar.

While Lixil chief executive Yoshiaki Fujimori 

defended his company’s auditing and due diligence 

procedures, by December he was gone.

This case study is notable insofar as it highlights 

some of the perils of a major foreign acquisition 

involving an emerging market such as China. But 

it also comes at a time when Japanese corporates 

are embarking on oversees spending sprees to 

rival those at the height of the 1980s Japanese 

economic bubble.

In 2018, Japan surpassed China in outbound deals. 

Data from Dealogic revealed that Japanese deals 

accounted for US$184.2 billion while those of 

China deals at US$105.4 billion. 

Japanese and Chinese buyers are increasingly 

targeting assets in developed markets, where 

prices tend to be lower and target companies are 

of better quality. And they face increasing pressure 

from stakeholders to improve their target due 

diligence, with some advisers warning that the 

race to secure headline-grabbing deals results in 

sloppy diligence such as that seen in the Joyou 

acquisition.

By way of example, investors took Japan Tobacco 

to task towards during the end of 2015 when the 

company agreed to pay US$5 billion to purchase 

the cigarette assets of United States rival Reynolds 

American without fully explaining its rationale. 

Shares in Japan Tobacco dropped nine percent on 

news of the deal, with Credit Suisse estimating 

that the company had paid 65 times earnings 

before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation.
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The importance of 
renewals

In a 2014 Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) 

Opinion Release, the United States Department of 

Justice (DOJ) encouraged companies engaging in 

mergers and acquisitions to take the following five 

steps to ensure FCPA compliance:

Resourcing 
appropriately

Any organisation that sells through channel 

partners needs to have a due diligence programme 

in place through which it conducts proactive 

integrity analyses on partners (e.g. suppliers and 

service providers, agents and intermediaries, 

resellers, distributors and other associated 

third parties) prior to engaging them as well as 

throughout the life of the engagement.

However, in their mad scramble to kick off 

some form of due diligence programme, many 

companies have neither thought through 

programme objectives nor considered best 

practices. Many are known to only conduct due 

diligence and formal compliance checks when a 

new partnership is established or a first contract 

is signed. Having secured approval to handle the 

‘backlog’, many continue to see the exercise as a 

one-off endeavour and do not build in sufficient 

budgets for later years.

integrity and compliance risks, renewals enable 

companies to know more about their third parties, 

such as each third party’s operations, financial 

status, integrity profile and possible areas for 

improvement. Given that initial due diligence 

reports are immediately dated (in the sense 

that the information is useful but covers only a 

snapshot in time), renewals enable companies to 

keep their materials updated.

Renewals also give companies the opportunity to 

let their third parties know that they are watching 

them and keeping an eye on their activities, which 

can only encourage ethical conduct. And renewals 

offer the significant benefit of providing companies 

with an effective defence in the event of third-

party misconduct.

Conduct thorough risk-based FCPA 
and anti-corruption due diligence

Implement the acquiring company’s 
code of conduct and anti-corruption 
policies as quickly as practicable

Conduct FCPA and other relevant 
training for the acquired entity’s 
directors and employees as well as 
third-party agents and partners

Conduct an FCPA-specific audit of 
the acquired entity as quickly as 
practicable

Disclose to the DOJ any corrupt 
payments discovered during the due 
diligence process

According to statistics from Dealogic, companies in 

the United States represent by far the most attractive 

targets for Japanese and Chinese acquirers. But 

potential targets need to ensure that they have a 

compliance programme that is effectively managing 

their third-party integrity and compliance risks if they 

wish to be considered as attractive assets.

Remaining attractive to a potential acquirer is 

just one of several reasons why renewing due 

diligence is a good idea. In addition to mitigating 
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What to review  
and when

Many companies appear to be unclear on the 

extent to which recurring due diligence differs, if 

at all, from the onboarding or initial due diligence 

process, in terms of the rigorous nature of the 

checks and the depth of information covered.

Renewal due diligence is different from onboarding 

due diligence and needs to be treated as such. 

The scope and depth of the renewal needs to 

correspond to the risk level of the third party.

The level of risk of a third party should in turn be 

determined based on factors such as the country of 

operations (not necessarily country of headquarters 

or registration), spend, type of services, and recent 

reports of misconduct.

The type of information that should be reviewed 

during renewals will depend on the industry sector 

and risk appetite of the company, but will typically 

include financial information, database screening, 

court-record checks and internet searches.

That said, the following minimum information 

needs to be obtained during renewals:

• ownership structure (who are the ultimate 

owners?)

• board of directors and key managers and 

personnel

• any previous negative news (cases that went to 

court or are under governmental investigation, 

allegations of fraud etc.)

• geographic presence

• main suppliers and customers

• outsourced and insourced parties, and those 

parties’ internal due diligence policies and 

procedures for all of their counterparties.

An effective due diligence programme should 

focus on how to keep details of third parties and 

customers updated.

While companies should decide on their rate of 

renewal based on the nature of their business, how 

they prioritise risks, and of course their budget, 

there is a best practice when it comes to recurring 

due diligence. This involves:

• daily checks through ongoing monitoring of 

media and databases

• annual checks through reviews, meetings, audits 

and health checks

• biannual checks through repeating the due 

diligence, either at the same level or a different 

level.

Companies also need to be mindful of tailoring 

different cycles for different types of risk and third-

party types.

In some cases, the level of the renewal report 

might be higher or lower than the initial screening. 

But, if companies get their initial due diligence 

right, a renewal can typically be done quicker 

(and cheaper) since some of the information is 

simply being verified rather than gathered. In 

these scenarios companies can go past the very 

basic information into a deeper dive, and the due 

diligence questionnaire can be cut down based on 

previously-gathered information.
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Constant 
improvement

While renewal due diligence is just one component 

of an overall ongoing monitoring strategy around 

managing third party risks, it is a vital one. 

Companies need to acknowledge that compliance 

is not linear but involves the constant assessment 

and improvement of a programme. This requires:

• validating the reasons for the programme in the 

first place (are the compliance obligations still 

there?)

• gauging the effectiveness of behavioural changes

• re-evaluating the risk rating of the obligation (is 

it at the same level or is it less of an issue now 

because of some change?)

• validating whether the programme still meets its 

business objectives

• assessing whether the programme actually works 

(do the reports and trends suggest that the 

programme is adequately managing the risk?).

This is no easy task, particularly across large 

organisations where one part of the business might 

have an issue that other parts of the business 

are not aware of. Companies can address this by 

formalising the renewals process at the onboarding 

stage, either by adding it to the contract or 

covering it with a specific service level agreement.

Quality data is essential for conducting effective 

renewal due diligence. To ensure that data is of 

high quality, utilise the right type of watchlists, 

minimise ‘false positives’, and use whitelisting 

where available (which may depend on resources).

A company’s relationship with its third parties can 

also be vitally important to the outcome. While a 

company will want its third parties to cooperate in 

any recurring due diligence, the relationship must 

not become so close that many of the formalities 

in the process are overlooked.

Every organisation – whether party to a merger 

or acquisition transaction or otherwise – should 

conduct renewal due diligence in order to mitigate 

the risk that a distributor or reseller will engage in 

an illegal act like bribery.

Increasingly, even those companies that might 

have previously viewed renewal due diligence as 

an additional cost of compliance are coming to the 

realisation that it can add substantial value to the 

business. For example, renewal due diligence can:

• reduce investigations for alleged illegal conduct

• reduce exposure to scandal from illegal or other 

unethical or unpalatable activity

• reduce write-offs and returned goods

• reduce parallel imports and counterfeit 

production

• increase margins and provide better pricing 

control

• increase brand value as an effect of a stronger 

channel

• increase customer safety by embedding channel 

integrity into the sales and product quality process

• increase assurance that channel partners actually 

exist as genuine physical entities, with the 

ability and integrity to protect and promote the 

company’s products and brands

• protect the company’s reputation

• lead to stronger relationships through increased 

understanding.
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PAY-AS-YOU-GO 
SOLUTION

Based on your specific risk appetite, our business 
intelligence reports provide you with the knowledge, 
insight and advice you need to make more informed 
business decisions. Our team of research experts 
are specially trained in identifying risks, and they 
understand how risks may impact your business based 
on industry and country.

• Expert access to our team with knowledge on local 
business, legal and political knowledge in 194 countries 
and across 45 languages.

• Includes ratings and peer benchmarking in every report

• Highly visual reports

IntegraCheck®  
| Integrity Due Diligence
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INTEGRAWATCH®

(Database Screening)
LITIGATION
CHECKS

DISCREET
REPUTATION
ENQUIRIES

FINANCIAL
HEALTH CHECK

CORPORATE
PROFILE

LIVE LOCAL
MEDIA SEARCHES

SHAREHOLDER
AND DIRECTOR
PROFILES

INTERVIEWS

GROUP AND 
AFFILIATED 
COMPANIES

REFERENCE
CHECKS

PEER
BENCHMARKING

SITE VISIT

Our Solutions

IntegraRating® is our 10-point proprietary risk 

rating system. It enables you to make faster and 

better decisions on your business partners and can 

be customised to your risk exposure and appetite. 

Each section is measured on a risk scale 0-10 

with points removed for an issued identified. The 

sections are combined to arrive at a final risk score 

for the business partner. 

Contact us to get a due diligence report sample. Our due diligence reports are more than just a 

compilation of media articles, watchlist hits, questionnaire or interview responses. Our team of experts 

critically review and analyse each article, watchlist hit, questionnaire or interview response and explain 

what it means to you. 
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REPORT LEVEL

Recommended
next steps

Compliance 
document reviews

Compliance interviews

Reference checks

Reputational
intelligence

Litigation checks

Financial information

Media research in English 
and local language on 
the company

IntegraWatch® | 
Compliance Screening 
on the company

Questionnaire
analysis

Corporate 
registry records

DIAMOND PLATINIUM GOLD SILVERSILVER BRONZE

The Scopes

Standard scoped reports are available for purchase on a Pay-As-You-Go basis.
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How to Prioritise third party risk

Evaluate your third party integrity programme?

• Get focused on business risks and counter party risks. Not only accounting or financial risks but risks that 

can affect the operation of your business and cause you actual business loss and reputational damage.

• Get challenged about your process. 

• Gain insight into where your company stands amongst your peers.

• Detailed direction and guidance is given on how to manage a budget for due diligence.

For channel partners

GLOBAL BUSINESS PARTNERS

Example: 500,000

BUSINESS RISK       FILTER BY HOW 
   THEY SELL FOR YOU 
AND SALES VOLUME

COUNTRY RISK

A DEFENSIBLE APPROACH TO
PARTNER DUE DILIGENCE 

100%
proceed to 
Standard 

Due Diligence

8%
proceed to 
Enhanced 

Due Diligence

4%
Database
Screening

Sub-total of business partners who 
expose you to high risk:  60,000 

Sub-total of risky business 
partners in high risk 
countries:  2,000

FILTER BY COUNTRY

Final amount of channel partners to go through due diligence:
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Why The Red Flag Group?
• EXPERTISE. Access our expertise at identifying 

potential risks in your business. We know how to 

engage with the business to find the risks.

• PRACTICAL. With our knowledge and expertise 

across 194 countries and 45 languages in-house, 

you can get help managing your third party risk, 

identify key risk areas and plans on how to bridge 

the gap to manage them effectively. 

• CONTENT. We focus on over 23 key risks 

areas that are relevant to your business and are 

common in your counter party relationships.

• PRICING. Get charged a fixed price with no 

opportunity for scope creep. Get a quote today.

For suppliers

TOTAL SUPPLIERS

Example: 500,000

23 RISK AREAS

ANNUAL SPEND

   FILTER BY RISK 
AND INDUSTRY TYPE

   FILTER BY ONLY  
HIGH RISK COUNTRIES COUNTRY RISK

A DEFENSIBLE APPROACH TO
SUPPLIER DUE DILIGENCE

Final amount of 
suppliers to go through 

due diligence:

Sub-total of suppliers considered high risk 
  according to their industry type: 80,000

Sub-total of suppliers in high 
   risk countries: 35,000

Sub-total of 
suppliers over 

$50,000 in 
expenditure: 
25,000

FILTER BY SPEND 
AND EXCLUDE 

LOW-EXPENDITURE 
SUPPLIERS

Separate into High, Medium, Low risk 
business types

of entire 
supplier base
5%
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ABOUT  
THE RED  
FLAG GROUP®

ABOUT  
THE RED  
FLAG GROUP®
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About The Red Flag Group®

We provide highly-enriched intelligence, insights and ratings on companies globally to 

allow clients to make Better Decisions on selecting, onboarding and monitoring their 

customers, suppliers, distributors and other partners.

The Red Flag Group® was founded in 2006 by former in-house counsel of large 

multinational companies and lawyers who wanted to create solutions by aligning 

compliance with pragmatic, corporate business goals.

Over 900 clients around the world trust The Red Flag Group to select their business 

partners and provide ratings, research and intelligence.

Learn more about The Red Flag Group® by visiting www.redflaggroup.com.
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